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Texts for Tutors and Teachers
Harvey Kail and Ronda Dubay
Ten years ago tutoring and collaborative learning were pedagogical
ideas current among only a few teachers in post-secondary education.
The idea that students often learn more thoroughly by working with
peers instead of by passively participating in the traditional classroom
setting took shape as a result of political and educational decisions
made in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Now, nearly midway through
the 1980's, this concept has become institutionalized in hundreds of
writing centers, labs, writing workshops and skills centers in colleges
and universities across the country.1 Hand in hand with the establishment and growth of writing centers has come an interest in
collaborative learning in the classroom: peer editing, peer critiques,
peer feedback are all standard practices today in many composition
classrooms. Though these centers and courses have diverse purposes,
structures and institutional settings, most offer some form of tutorial
assistance based on the implicit assumption that writing is a social act
best learned through a sharing of work with peers.

In this article we will discuss texts available for training tutors
through collaborative methods. Due to limitations of space, we do not
discuss composition texts that make only passing reference to in-class
peer tutoring techniques as part of a larger and generally traditional
classroom organization. Nor do we discuss the body of literature on
collaborative learning and peer tutoring appearing increasingly in the
professional journals, since this material is for the most part uncollected and for the most part intended parimarily for teachers and
researchers - not tutors. Our criterion for inclusion was simply this: the

text under consideration should be of use to potential college-level
tutors and their instructors or supervisors. Although there are not many

texts on collaborative learning and tutor teaching commercially
available, the limited number of writers who have prepared texts in the
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field exhibit a refreshingly diverse mixture of approac
A note about the format of this review: since the material under

discussion is intended for a specialized audience - tutors and their
structors and supervisors - we have decided on a unique method of
presentation. Each item will be reviewed twice, once by a peer tutor
trainer, Harvey Kail, Assistant Professor of English and Director of the
Writing Lab at the University of Maine, discussing the text's possible
usefulness in training tutors; and once by a former peer tutor, Rhonda
R. Dubay, now a graduate Assistant in English at the University of
Maine, discussing the text's helpfulness from the tutor's point of view.

A Short Course in Writing, 2nd edition, by Kenneth A. Bruffee, Little,
Brown, 1980. WHAT THE TEACHER SAYS:
A Short Course is certainly the first text produced with a systemmatic

program of collaborative learning at the heart of its pedagogy. As a text
for training peer tutors, the book has two essential suppositions: (1) in
order to become a tutor of writing the student should master a basic
form of the expository/argumentative essay and (2) tutoring is best
learned through practice in writing tactful and useful peer critiques.
A Short Course was written in response to what its author, one of the
principal practitioners and theoreticians of collaborative learning and
peer tutoring, cites as the need for change in higher education to
"redefine the roles of student and teacher, and to restructure that
special and very important human relationship which exists between

people who want to learn and people whose calling it is to help them
learn." Central to this restructuring is a series of writing exercises
aimed at involving students in successfully answering the question,
"Am I going to govern my words and ideas, or am I going to continue
to let my words and ideas govern me?" According to Bruffee, to choose

to be master of one's own words and ideas requires considerable
discomfort. "It is really a change in self-definition, away from
passivity, dependency, and self-depreciation toward greater autonomy
and self-possession. Because of the deep and complex relationship between language and identity people cannot change the way they formulate and express ideas without underoing some change in themselves." More than merely a text, then, A Short Course in Writing is a
complete course in intellectual and emotional change.
The way the book is laid out, prospective tutors write a series of increasingly complex but brief argumentative papers, forcing students
(and perhaps the teacher, as well) to come to terms with the limitations
and the pleasures of a strictly imposed form. At the same time, the
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collaborative learning component of the book inevitably involves
students and, no doubt, the teacher in confronting problems of intimacy and authority, issues unavoidable in any meaningful peer tutor
training course or program. Section Five of A Short Course provides a
detailed step-by-step procedure for integrating collaborative learning
with the expository writing tasks that make up the first four sections of

the book - ' 'Invention,' ' "Defending and Explaining a Proposition,"
"Meaningful Ending" and "Research Writing." Included is a sample
syllabus that, if followed, involves students in paired interviews during
the pre-writing and drafting stages, in reading drafts of papers aloud to
the assembled class, and then in a series of written peer critiques. At the

center of Bruffee's peer tutor training is what he calls the descriptive
outline, a non-evaluative mapping of one's own work as well as the
work of peers, an outlining procedure that is performed after the first
draft. The Descriptive Outline demands that students learn to summarize argumentative/expository prose in terms of what each
paragraph says and what each paragraph does ; that is, what rhetorical
function it fulfills in terms of the overall purpose of the paper. Once
students have mastered the descriptive outline - and this takes considerable time - they move onto increasingly more sensitive problems,
evaluating each other's work in terms of unity, coherence, development, style and mechanics. As the course progresses, students get the
opportunity to write critiques, to respond to criticism of their own work

and to act as a mediator between other critics and authors.

The strength of A Short Course is in the book's carefully thought out
program of writing tasks and collaborative exercises. The book is obviously the result of a happy combination of trial and error experience
with theoretical seriousness. Bruffee has been through the activities he
prescribes with considerable care, aiding the peer tutor teacher to avoid
at least some of the many pitfalls of training students to tutor each
other. Although the book is flexible in terms of the sophistication of its
users, both students and teachers, it is not the kind of textbook that can

be used casually or reordered easily by the instructor. One has to take
the events of the book essentially in the order in which they have been
placed. Because the book was designed to be of use in the composition
classroom without necessitating the use of collaborative learning, it can
be difficult to work through when peer tutoring is the order of the

classroom; one becomes involved in a good deal of skipping around
from one part of the book to another. This is a book to work with.
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WHAT THE TUTOR SAYS

A Short Course in Writing by Kenneth A. Bruffee repeated
phasizes that an essay must focus on one proposition and that
or reader should be able to reduce an entire essay to a single r
tative statement. While this practice may sound elementary
when I was first exposed to it as a junior in college this appr
examining essay focus was entirely new to me. I was immedia

to see more clearly the function of a piece of writing, which in t
to immediate improvements in my own written work.

Important also in teaching me to pay attention to rhetorical
Bruffee's use of the descriptive outline. In a descriptive outl
writer not only outlines what each paragraph of her essay says
outlines what each paragraph does. Although the 4 'does' ' part
exercise is difficult to grasp at first if one has previously tho
paragraphs as only saying something, with practice the write
begins to realize the importance of rhetorical form. A Short
Writing also has helpful sections on how to narrow a topic,
write effective introductions and conclusions, and how to ch
most effective essay format for a particular topic. Sample essays,
mostly written by college students, serve as illustrations of the writing
techniques that are proposed in each chapter.
The tone of this book is excellent in that neither the teacher nor the

student is approached exclusively. Rather, all readers are addressed as

"writers." In this way the student feels more confident that she is, indeed, a writer and that she is actually included in the discussions that
take place in the text. Feeling at home with the author, the student is
then more likely to go on and read those few sections that are directed
more toward the teacher. In this way, she learns more about the theory
behind the approaches being taught and sees more clearly what result
the teacher is trying to help her accomplish.

This text would be helpful to a potential peer tutor in that clarifying
for a writer what is essential to "good" writing is necessary when she
will soon have to ' 'teach' ' these writing skills to a peer. The tutor needs

to feel as comfortable and secure as possible in her knowledge of

writing skills. However, this text is mostly useful for training tutors in

those sections directed specifically at collaborative learning and peer
tutoring. Following Bruffee's suggestions, a student talks out her topic
with potential readers in order to learn what their questions are on the

topic before the paper is written. Finished papers are mapped out
through descriptive outlines by both writers and readers. Outlining is an

especially effective collaborative tool: if the reader's descriptive outline
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does not match that of the writer, both parties are forced
essay more closely and discuss their differences of opinion
try and resolve the discrepancy.

Thus the collaborative tasks begin with simple description of the
essay's format and then move eventually toward including more and
more comments on a paper's substance as well. Participation in such a
collaborative group would prepare a writer for tutoring because she will
have first experienced for herself what it feels like to be tutored. Her
experience with such a collaborative class would also help her to determine what kind of critical comments seem to aid, rather than alienate, a

student writer. This knowledge, along with the writing techniques
presented in early chapters, can then be brought by the tutor to the
writing lab.

Writing Without Teachers by Peter Elbow. Oxford Univ. Press, 1973.
WHAT THE TEACHER SAYS:

There is probably not another book in contemporary comp
pedagogy that has had as wide ranging an influence as Writing
Teachers , an influence on students, to be sure, but more imp

impact on teachers of composition. Although the title im

students don't need teachers to learn to write, the book is prob
by more teachers than any other supplementary text: "The Te
Writing Class", as many of us have found out, can be taught
usually cited as the strength in Elbow's book is its contribution to getting stuck writers unstuck. What has not been so often noted is the
value of this book for training peer writing tutors.
One particular strength of the book for training peer tutors is the
exercises Elbow suggests for getting students to talk about each other's
work, for dealing verbally with the texture of writing. Elbow helps
students to a vocabulary of criticism by asking them to point their verbal fingers at strong or weak words and phrases in each other's texts,
usually read aloud; to summarize in a step-by-step procedure retelling
the "plot", so to speak, of the paper; to "play back" the mental impressions the paper made on them, and finally to "show" or find
analogies and metaphors that fit the writing. Practicing these four
steps - telling, showing, pointing and summarizing - over and over with
peer tutors in class can help them to become more verbally adept at
giving their peers oral feedback. Many times peer tutors are asked to
respond on the spur of the moment to another student's writing and
Writing Without Teachers offers a course in giving spur of the moment
feedback.
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Another particular advantage to Elbow's bo
tone: it addresses other people as if they, li
learn to write. It does not speak in a teach
matter how well intended oftentimes belies
trying to send - learning to write is an on
This tone is particularly useful for a peer
identifies writing as the common bond be
through is an attitude that seems to say "w
to solve. Here are some ways I've solved it."
artifice, Elbow is a master rhetorician.
The disadvantage of the book for use in a
or workshop is its lack of specificity. The
for purposes not necessarily academic and for use among people who
have come together to work out mutual problems in writing. Peer
tutors, however, are often faced with a tutee who does not want particularly to improve his or her writing, and the kind of feedback one
can learn from Writing Without Teachers would not be sufficient in itself to deal with many tutoring situations. There is no specific information here on composition structure, paragraph development or, for
that matter, on the academic essay. This is not a criticism of Writing
Without Teachers, as such, but merely a point about its limitations in
training tutors who will be expected to tutor in an institutional settings,
i.e. a classroom or a writing center.
WHAT THE TUTOR SAYS:

Peter Elbow's Writing Without Teachers is a book devoted to
writers generate material and then make appropriate judgment
the quality of that material. For many writers, like me, who
trigued by the writing process but often find it a painful one
freewriting techniques have helped tremendously. In freewriti

writer's thoughts are spewed out onto the blank page with

current editing of the material. The editing process is totally r
from the freewriting and takes place later. In the past four y

freewriting has become an integtral part of my own writing proce

has helped me to overcome writer's block and a large portion
fear that at one time accompanied each of my writing tasks.
tutoring I have also found that asking a tutee to freewrite almo
immediately results in improved topic development in far less t
when the tutee does not free write, especially when starting
assignment.
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Elbow also encourages collaborative sharing of written work. He
discusses several approaches to sharing: reading aloud to others; a
listener's pointing out words or phrases that struck her as particularly
strong or weak; the listener's summarizing what has just been read to
her; her telling of what happened to her as the paper was read, and the
listener's showing, through the use of descriptive metaphors, her reaction to the piece of writing.

The first four techniques work very well in tutoring situations. When
reading an essay aloud, a tutee will often hear for herself the strong and

weak points of her essay. Pointing out such places to the tutee is also
helpful. The most effective tools, however, are summarizing and
telling. I can easily restate what I think the essay is saying and give an
immediate impression to the writer as to whether or not her points have
been clearly made.

However, my own experience has been that Elbow's showing exercises are not particularly productive in a classroom of undergraduates
or in tutoring. A young writer is still too self-conscious to relax enough

to play out this type of feedback. In light of the insecurity of exposing
her innermost thoughts, a student may resort to using vague statements

or to making only slight attempts at sharing her honest reactionss to a
piece of writing. If the exercises are correctly used, the result is too
much like a game of word association where the reader simply throws
out to the writer any reaction that she has, including hatred of a piece
of writing. Anything that comes to mind as the paper is read, any

image, color, part of the body, etc. is given to the writer. Such responses could easily serve to confuse the writer, for she doesn't know what
to do with them once she receives them.

As a whole, however, Writing Without Teachers is a book full of
helpful suggestions for both writers and readers. It reads engagingly,
with Elbow making it quite clear to the reader that he himself has had
difficulty with writing and that these techniques háve seemed to work

for him. He reveals his own growth as a writer and if thus an encouragement to the writer who in some way may also fear the writing
process.

The Tutor Book by Marion Arkin and Barbara Shollar. Longman,

1982.

WHAT THE TEACHER SAYS:

In order, really, to gauge a textbook's strengths and weaknesses one
needs to have used that book in a class at least once; merely reading it is

Published by Purdue e-Pubs, 2022
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a different order of activity altogether. I h
Book, so my sense of its merits and its weak
tialities related to my own pedagogy, predic
ence with collaborative learning and with t
used in that context. There is, however, no
Tutor Book. It is a first, a prototype.1
Unlike A Short Course in Writing or Writi
which are books about writing, the nominal subject of Arkin and
Shollaťs book is collaborative learning itself. Since the book is concerned with the hows of tutoring and not the what (specific subject matters - writing, math, ESL - are covered in a series of companion minitexts. More on these later.), Arkin and Shollar of necessity deal with
difficult issues that neither Bruffee or Elbow need to confront, issues
such as the relationship of students to tutoring and of tutors to their
peers, the faculty and their institutional setting. According to the
authors, the function of the book is to ' 'contribute to the development
of collaborative learning and to give the process coherence and substance by systematizing it, grounding it in theory and combining sound
theory with successful practice." Here indeed is a large task for one text
book, and Arkin and Schollar should be congratulated for having taken
it on, giving the rest of us involved in collaborative learning and peer
tutoring something to work with.
The Tutor Book attempts to systematize collaborative learning
through the training of peer tutors, examining who they arc, what they

do, how they might do it and who they are likely to do it with in the
various settings in which it all happens. Accordingly, there is an introductory chapter on tutoring and peer tutoring and one on ' 'Beginning to Tutor;" strategies and approaches to "The Tutoring Session"
and two chapters on the relationship with and use of counseling
techniques and peer tutoring. Specific advice for tutoring handicapped
students, tutoring in multicultural settings and tutoring adults are also

included. Although various pedagogical, psychological and political
theories inform even the most practical "how-to" chapters of The
Tutor Book, there are others specifically concerned with theory: the first

chapter on "Tutoring-counseling" and one on learning theories. In
order to bring theory and practice together, each chapter - practical
and theoretical - contains suggestions for class projects, lab applications and supplementary readings, including selections ranging
from Carl Rogers (an influential figure in this book) to Charles Dickens
(The Gradgrind school scene from Hard Times) and a variety of essays
by peer tutors.

https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/wcj/vol5/iss1/4
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The strengths of this book are in the value of gathering to
compendium of well presented and useful information for
formation that anticipates many of the predicaments and the
exultations of becoming an active rather than passive participant in the
learning process- a peer tutor. The advice in ' 'Beginning to Tutor"
and "The Tutoring Session' , cannot help but enhance a student's initial
tutorial experiences. The chapter on "Role Playing" provides an excellent method for preparing tutors and for working on problems that
tutoring inevitably presents. The bibliographies at the end of each chapter offer the student and the teacher a worthy shopping list to take to
the card catalogue. The numerous class exercises and lab applications
should make organizing a course in peer tutoring considerably simpler

than it has been heretofor.

The book's weaknesses are a direct outgrowth of its status as the first
of its kind, a prototype, and this is that its ambitions perhaps exceed its

potential performance. There is, for instance, altogether too much
theory presented here. The chapter on learning theory is a case in point
as are the chapters on tutoring and counseling. On the one hand, there
is so much information that some of it of necessity would have to be
ignored. On the other, many theories are presented in so brief a fashion
that oversimplification seems inevitable. It is not likely, for instance,
that justice can be done either to Piaget or to collaborative learning in
only the few paragraphs provided here. In other words, while there is
theory in abundance here, I am not convinced that a wholly successful
synthesis of collaborative learning theory and pedagogical practice has

been achieved in The Tutor Book.

Of course, it would have been easier and safer for Arkin and Shollar
to have designed their book to a theoretically and pedagogically more
restricted scale. If they had succumbed to that temptation, however, it
is likely that The Tutor Book would not finally have been as useful as it

is. Arkin and Schollar have given us everything we might need to
organize and to teach a college level course in tutoring.

Since The Tutor Book focuses on the activity of tutoring rather than
on the subject matter, the publisher has brought out a series of pamphlets or mini-texts that could profitably be used in conjunction with
The Tutor Book to give prospective tutors a sense of what is involved in
tutoring in various disciplines. One of these, The Writing Tutor, also by
Arkin and Shollar, provides an informative text for the new tutor with
helpful hints and suggestions on Assessment (self-assessment for the
tutor, a ' 'profile' ' procedure for evaluating tutees), a brief but useful

Published by Purdue e-Pubs, 2022
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format for developing a Writing Contract b
sections on the composing process (journal writing, loop writing,
tagememics), on revising and on tutoring mechanics. Informative as
this little book is, The Writing Tutor is not an in-depth text on writing;
for that one would be better off with Bruffee's A Short Course.

In a related vein, Marian Arkin has published in this same series a
mini-text on Tutoring ESL Students . Many writing labs find that at
least a significant minority of the students who seek help in the Lab do
so because English is their second, perhaps even third language.
Tutoring ESL Students will help tutors approach this most difficult of
tutoring situations, but it should be used with caution. Anyone who has
worked with students of English as a second language knows the intricate difficulties of explaining something as apparently simple as articles or prepositions to someone else who doesn't have precisely the
same equivalent structure in his or her native tongue. Tutoring ESL
Students is not going to provide tutors with a thorough grasp of the
problems or the solutions of tutoring ESL students; however, in the
hands of an experienced ESL teacher and tutor trainer, Tutoring ESL
Students could certainly be a useful guide for tutors.

With The Tutor Book as the hub of the course, these mini-texts, including Tutoring Reading and Academic Survival Skills by Barbara
Shollar and The Math Tutor by Peter Rosnick, can provide the tutor
trainer or teacher who works in a skills or leaning center a fairly complete cross-disciplinary tutoring program.
THE TUTOR SAYS:

This text gives tutors the opportunity to put into practice the tutor

theories and techniques that they learn. Although the book is not
devoted exclusively to the training of writing tutors, it is still very useful

and appropriate for their training. The text describes the roles of the
individuals involved in the tutoring process - the instructor, the tutee,
the tutor, and the lab administrator - defining the needs and respon-

sibilities of each. It delineates tutoring guidelines that encourage

professionalism in dealing with both the tutee and her instructor. The

Tutor Book sets the scene, so to speak, giving the student tutor a
collaborative learning and tutoring stage to work in.

The Tutor Book also discusses how to keep a journal of tutoring
responses. As a tutor, I found writing in a journal a useful way to
decipher my own reactions to the tutoring process. The collaborative
exercises used by the class of learning tutors are especially helpful in
that they play out possible problem situations before they surface in ac-
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tual tutoring sessions. Through role playing the tutors are a
experiment with different tutoring techniques before using
actual tutees.

Case studies written by tutors exemplify some of the problems which
surface in the personal interaction between tutor and tutee, problems of
antagonism toward the tutor, the lab, the instructor, and even the tutee
herself. Step-by-step suggestions are listed on how to best plan and
evaluate each tutoring session in order to give the tutee the maximum
amount of help. An entire chapter is devoted to different instructional
approaches that a tutor may take so as to accomodate the specific
emotional and intellectual problems of each individual tutee.
The only possible problem that I see that might result from using The
Tutor Book is that the explanation of theory, while setting the tutoring
stage, could also serve to confuse the tutor. Most of the explanations
seem too condensed, and I wonder just what the tutor is expected to so
with some of the information. For example, after reading the section
devoted to behavior, the tutor could easily be tempted to slip into the
role of psychoanalyst, looking for the ' 'hidden" meaning behind each
of the tutee' s comments and reactions. Such an approach could simply

alienate the tutor and tutee from one another.

The Writing Tutor is a short text that seems based in many ways on
the more comprehensive The Tutor Book , except that it is directed
specifically at training the writing tutor. Much of the same material is

reiterated on defining the tutor's role and also on setting short- and
long-term goals with the tutee. New information is given on the writing

process and on helping the tutee with attitude problems directly related
to writing. The text is also a mini handbook in that it briefly discusses
invention, freewriting, prewriting, organization, grammar, and punctuation. In each chapter there are drills and exercises that the tutor
could possibly use to help the tutee improve her writing. Such drills and
discussions, however, could easily be found in any English handbook.
And after examining both texts, I would personally prefer The Tutor
Book to The Writing Tutor because of the larger book's more
thorough, though still imperfect, use of theory, even though it is not
directed exclusively at writing tutors.

The small booklet Tutoring ESL Students also seems to be a take-off
of the larger The Tutor Book (which also includes a section on tutoring

English as a second language). Tutoring ESL Students is directed to

tutors and teachers across the curriculum. It discusses what Arkin sees

as the four major learning difficulties of the ESL student- listening,
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speaking, reading, and writing - and how
these problem areas. The tutor's role is to a
ter that the tutee is striving to learn and h
tutor also helps the tutee learn how to take
books, and write papers. Since I have never
the booklet's information would be useful
comfortable tutoring ESL students with th
remember only too clearly how difficult it is
write in a second language. I have a sneaki
ESL is not quite as cut and dried as the bre
me to believe.

Peer Tutoring in Basic Writing : A Tutor's Journal by Jackie Goldsby.
Bay Area Writing Project, Classroom Research Project No. 4 University of California, 1981.
WHAT THE TEACHER SAYS:

Journal writing has become an integral part of many writing

and for many of us an essential part of training peer writing tutor

slim book, published under the auspices of the Bay Area W

Project, presents the edited journal of one peer writing tutor,

Goldsby, in her initial semester of tutoring in the Writing Center a

University of California's Berkeley campus. This is a remarkab
book, especially well suited for use as a supplementary text in a
in peer tutoring or as assigned reading for tutors during slack
the Writing Center or Lab.

In her journal, Ms. Goldsby writes skillfully and insightfully
the materials and the process she is trying to tutor; about the s
she is trying to work with; and about her own sense of frustr

defeat and the small but genuine victories of peer tutoring. In grati

detail her journal records her tutoring relationships with four s

- Lisa, Enrique, Jose and Teresa - and as one reads throug

journal entries one comes to appreciate again the multi-dimensio
of tutoring: the difficulties presented by teaching and learning
from a tutor's perspective, the tenuous and subtle relationships b
tutors .and tutees, the sense of alienation many tutors feel whe

realize that they are to some degree trapped in a no-man's

woman's) land between teacher and tutee. Ms. Goldsby writes a
this with candor, sensitivity and a genuine flair for dialogue and
It's fun and suprisingly dramatic to read her story.

The book has a number of uses. For one, it can serve as a mod
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journal writing for tutors. Granted, Ms. Goldsby's may be
case - 1 have never seen journal entries so consistently complete as
these - but even so it is apparent that with a little effort at expansion
and development, many of our tutors could produce journals of equal
depth, worthy of the careful editing and the publication accorded this
peer tutor's journal. Second, the journal lends dignity to the entire enterprise of peer tutoring. Any tutor reading this journal would have to
be impressed with the seriousness and the complexity Ms. Goldsby's
journal accords the activity of tutoring. Finally, the journal serves to
alert tutors to potential but real problems that they can expect or are
already experiencing in their training courses or lab experiences. What
this book says to me is that what tutors think and feel are important
matters, important enough to justify publication.

The journal is introduced by Rondi Gilbert and Thom Hawkins and
includes an appendix of material Ms. Goldsby and other tutors used in
the Writing Center at University of California-Berkeley.
THE TUTOR SAYS:

A Tutor's Journal consists basically of a peer tutor's forty-four
record of her tutoring experiences in a writing center at the Unive
of California-Berkeley and her responses to those experiences. The
troduction, written by Rondi Gilbert, a learning skills counselor at
University, would be reassuring to new tutors in that it effectively
summaries their apprehensions about beginning to tutor, while also
giving an overview of the tutors' roles and what problems they may encounter. The book also includes a short discussion on how to help the
tutee set long- and short-term improvement goals, a list of tutoring do's
and don'ts, a tutor's self-evaluation scale and checklist, and a handy
guide to grammatical terminology.
The journal itself is important in that it would prepare tutors to face
what seems to me to be the biggest obstacle to effective tutoring - the
refereed tutees' attitude problems. When working in a writing center,
the first half of the semester is often spent in trying to convince the
tutee that she really does need help, that her being sent to the center was
not a miscalculation on the part of her instructor. Often the tutee's injured ego shows itself through laziness, coming to tutoring sessions unprepared, disdain for the tutor, and such comments as "Well, I always
got As in high school."
If not warned in detail about the existence of such attitude problems
and the extensive degree to which they will interfere with the tutees'
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progress, the beginning tutor will invariably become disillusioned and

discouraged during her first five or six weeks of dealing with referred
tutees. In this respect, A Tutor's Journal goes into detail concerning
not only one tutor's approach to solving various writing problems, but
also her surprise and discomfort at having to deal with such attitude
problems and her approaches to trying to solve them. In the Preface to
the Journal, however, the reader is told that this tutor met regularly
with other peer tutors and her supervisor to discuss her tutoring experiences. The Journal would have been still more effective if it had included much more of this interaction among co-workers. Including
such exchanges would have presented the beginning tutor with an indication of how a group of tutors and an experienced supervisor
responded to the issues raised and to Jackie's way of handling those

issues.

Tutoring Writing : A Sourcebook for Writing Labs, edited by Muriel
Harris, Scott, Foresman, 1981.
New Directions for College Learning Assistance : Improving Writing
Skills, edited by Thom Hawkins and Phyllis Brooks. Jossey-Bass, 1981.
WHAT THE TEACHER SAYS:

Although we like to think of tutoring as a one-to-one activity,
are more people involved in the tutoring process than merely the
and the tutee. Tutoring takes place in the midst of other educatio
situations that invariably involve the tutor in a web of social, eco

and political relationships that become, in effect, the contex

organized collaborative learning as it occurs in writing centers and
Understanding this context of tutoring - especially peer tutorin

is an important part of the education of tutors and tutor trainers. Th

two texts, both collections of essays on writing center activities w
by Lab directors in colleges and universities across the country, s
help make tutors more aware of the complex educational setting
tutoring and of some of the issues involved. New Directions for C
Learning Assistance begins with an essay by Muriel Harris on the
models of writing centers and is followed by an interesting argu

between Richard Veit - "The Case for Tutors" - and Carolyn

patrick - "The Case for Auto-Tutorial Materials/ ' This collection
includes a series of brief essays on tutoring by peer tutors; like J
Goldsby's published journal, these essays will reaffirm for tutor
importance of their training and of their educational role. Also of

ticular interest for both tutors and tutor trainers is Ken Bruffee's ess
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"The Politics of Innovation: A Primer,' ' a practical step-by-step
procedure for establishing tutorial programs in the intensely political
world of institutionalized education. Tutoring Writing: A Sourcebook
is a bit broader in its range, offering more essays on more subjects, than

the New Directions book and includes a variety of essays on
"Diagnosing Writing Problems,' ' "Choosing Multi-Media and Self Instruction,' ' and sections on the various approaches and problems in
administering writing centers. In addition there are six essays gathered
under the rubric of "Tutor Training." These essays by experienced
tutor trainers such as Judith Fishman, Lil Brannon, Marvin Garrett and
Susan Glassman, examine tutoring from various perspectives. All are
brief and could easily serve as the basis for assignments for tutors to do
their own writing projects, either in a course on tutoring or as part of an

on-going, in-service training workshop. In any event, both of these
books should be on prominent display in the writing center, available
for browsing by tutors who find themselves with a few slack minutes,
waiting for one of those no-shows to show.
THE TUTOR SAYS:

While as a tutor I focused on tutoring techniques and collab

learning, with no regard for what other issues might also involve t

that I worked in. In retrospect, it now seems that my having
clearer understanding of the writing lab as a whole would have
me to a clearer understanding of my own role as a tutor. Tut

Writing: A Sourcebook for Writing Labs and New Directio

College Learning Assistance: Improving Writing Skills are two
tions of essays, written by lab directors and writing teachers, t
dress all aspects of how a lab functions. The major difference in
books is that Tutoring Writing : A Sourcebook is a more compl
in that it has twice as many and more in-depth articles than

New Directions text. However, the subject matter covered

books is similar.

For example, they both discuss the writing process and how the
collaborative one-on-one relationship between tutor and tutee yields
more productive results than does the traditional classroom setting. The

special problems that develop between tutor and tutee are also addressed, especially those caused by the tutor's dual role of representing
both teacher and friend and the difficulties encountered when trying to

diagnose writing problems, problems that may actually be caused by
learning disabilities.
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I suspect that some tutor instructors might

readings is not necessary to a tutor's educa
posure should be an integral part of this e
would be well-spent, an investment, for it

tutor now will be the ones most interested in
of the future. Why not start their administr
Work To Be Done

Bruffee and Elbow have provided teachers with texts appropriate for
composition classrooms while Arkin and Shollar have given us a text on
collaborative learning. Surely there is room for a composition text that
might combine the best of recent composition theory with the exciting
developments in collaborative learning. None of the present texts alone
provide sufficient coverage for a complete course in collaborative learning and peer tutoring in writing. Second, there is not yet commercially
available a book of relevant readings directed specifically at peer tutors.
Many of the better journal articles on collaborative learning have not
been collected in either New Directions for College Learning Assistance
or in Tutoring Writing : A Sourcebook. A collection of readings that
would provide the peer tutor with information, both theoretical and
practical, on tutoring, collaborative learning and writing from a variety
of different perspectives would be welcomed.

NOTES

'Thorn Hawkins and Phyllis Brooks, "Editors Notes/' in New Directions for College

Learning Assistance (Berkley: University of California, 1981), p. vii.
Prototype in the sense that this is the first book to deal with tutoring in post secondary
education. There are a number of texts on the subject of tutoring in primary and secondary education, including the following: Samuel L. Blumenfeld, How to Tutor , Milford

Mi., Mott Media, 1973 (primary education); Elizabeth Foster, Tutoring : Learning by
Helping , Minneapolis: Educational Media Corporation, 1983 (High School); Patricia
Kaskinen and Robert Wilson, Developing a Successful Tutoring Program; New York
Teachers College Press, 1982 (High School and volunteer tutors); Lilli Pope, Tutor! A
Handbook for Tutorial Programs , Brooklyn: Book-Lab, 1976 (Volunteer/Literacy
Programs); and Peter S. Rosenbaun, Peer Mediated Instruction, New York: Teachers
College Press, 1973 (Tutoring based on computer assistant instruction model).
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